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 A: is your user jon in same domain with your application? This could be blocking the call. Did you enabled the multiple domains on your app pool? --- abstract: 'This study is a theoretical and numerical investigation on the effect of a zero-ohm resistor at the left end of a bipole on its input impedance. Specifically, the problem of the charge transfer impedance of an electron beam (beam impedance) in
a zero-ohm resistor inserted at the left end of a bipole is studied using a numerical and a semi-analytical method. The analysis of the beam impedance is not new in literature, whereas the inclusion of a zero-ohm resistor is not widely studied. We confirm that the inclusion of a zero-ohm resistor can cause a significant change in the beam impedance. Our findings reveal that a decrease in the beam

impedance occurs when the length of the resistor $r$ is relatively small, whereas an increase in the beam impedance is expected when $r$ is relatively large. The beam impedance is sensitive to the material and the thickness of the resistor. It is also sensitive to the variation of the impedance across the resistor at the left end of the bipole. We make some recommendations on the choice of $r$ in order
to minimize the impact of the resistor on the beam impedance. These findings on the effect of a resistor at the left end of a bipole on the beam impedance are beneficial in high power applications, where a bipole consists of a resistor at its left end.' author: - bibliography: - 'IEEEabrv.bib' -'references.bib' title: 'Effect of a Zero-Ohm Resistor on the Charge Transfer Impedance of an Electron Beam in a

Bipole' Beam impedance, charge transfer impedance, resistor, double-bipole gun. Q: What does "?v" mean in bash's $(eval `{... }) construct? Bash man pages say that $(eval...) is a synonym for $(... ) construct, and that these are used to evaluate commands substitution-style. However, I'm having trouble understanding how eval is executed differently when used with $(... ) construct. $ echo $({ echo
test } | tr ' ''') test $ eval $(echo \{ echo test } | tr ' ' ' 82157476af
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